Following is the list of available positions (full time or internship) in Machine Intelligence Center of Lenovo. If interested, please contact Jun Luo at jluo1@lenovo.com

**Data visualization/HCI researcher**

**Responsibilities:**
- Study the products and technologies in the AI industries. Design data visualizations for AI products in Lenovo and collect user feedback for interface improvement
- By the design of data analytics system and observation over data patterns, extract use cases with business value, and ultimately drive business with the knowledge of data

**Requirements:**
- Major in data visualization, HCI or related. Master or above.
- Proficient in charts usage and the visualization methods for common data manipulation: filtering, sorting and drilling on data
- Understanding the common tasks and goals for data mining, familiar with the approaches of exploratory data analysis on high-dimensional data and spatial-temporal data
- Familiar with user study. Can handle quantitative measurements over design efficiency and effectiveness, and improve it iteratively
- Having capabilities in Web development for rapid prototyping will be an advantage
- Having publications in related conferences or top rankings in related competition will be an advantage

**Location:** Hong Kong/Shen Zhen